Introduction

Tor Metrics team report on the work done to complete Milestone 3.

Milestone 3: Onionoo and Atlas

3.1. Define a release process for Onionoo and put out one or more releases.

We defined a release process and put out three releases by now:

- Onionoo 3.1-1.0.0
- Onionoo 3.2-1.1.0
- Onionoo 4.0-1.2.0
  - https://lists.torproject.org/pipermail/tor-dev/2017-February/011951.html

3.2. Provide user-friendly documentation that empowers users to independently operate Onionoo instances.

We improved the operator's guide similar to how we improved the CollecTor operator's guide a few months ago:

https://gitweb.torproject.org/onionoo.git/tree/INSTALL.md

3.3. Improve all usability issues of Atlas that are classified as High priority or above in the issue tracker as long as they are within scope and reported at least six months before the end of the award.

We just published a blog post about recent improvements to Atlas:

https://blog.torproject.org/blog/atlas-recent-improvements
Here is our bug tracker query with 42 closed Atlas tickets since the beginning of the MOSS award: